
paulblog – January 1, 2016 

Grace to you, and peace from God our Creator and Jesus Christ our Risen Savior.  Since my heart-

warming welcome at the Regional Assembly in October, I could not wait until we could officially begin 

together our mutual ministry on January 1.  In the past weeks, nonetheless, I have met with pastors and 

church folks where the warmth continued.  I was struck by remarks from one pastor in particular who 

told me, “I’m so glad that you will not simply be a “place holder” or just marking time but will help us 

transition into the Mission and Ministry church we are called to be.  Indeed, I believe God’s time, though 

vast and encompassing, is always moving forward and rapidly.  The Christian Church of Mid-America, in 

our new leaner structure of being church together, and greater empowerment by local congregations 

and leaders, is now set on a trajectory toward an exciting future!  To get there beginning this New Year, 

God is calling us to change – or C.H.A.N.G.E.   

Let me back up by admitting that I like acronyms and acrostics.  Ever since I found the key in grade 

school to pass tests by learning how spelling big words such as “GEOGRAPHY” could be accomplished by 

remembering phrases like “George Edward’s Old Grandfather Road A Pig Home Yesterday” or that the 

first letters of “King Phillip Comes Over From Germany Sometimes” provides the animal kingdom 

sequence of Kingdom, Phylum, Class, Order, Family, Genus, Species… my mind tries to creatively 

wander.  Wait, do you think that since there are no more spinning discs with holes on our telephones 

that we technically no longer “dial.”  DIAL is now “Digitally-Initiated Addressee Locating.”  In the 

beginning was the WORD – “Well-Ordered Relationship Device...” 

Best yet, I have come to discover the word CHANGE is the clarion call: “Christ Has Announced New 

Growth for Everyone!”  I am overjoyed to serve in this year of excitement for our church!  We have new 

relationships, new ways for people’s interests and gifts in mission and ministry to shine, and new ways 

to growth in faithfulness.  Our friends are searching and longing for churches just like ours.  As we better 

engage in our communities and in our spiritual devotion, they will take notice and we will grow 

together.  Let us celebrate: CHANGE!   
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